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                     TECHNICAL DATA BÍO-SATÍN®  

DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS 

Arkyx- Satín® Is a product based of friendly enviroment components, such products applied over whether 

concrete floors or concrete stamped floors, we obtain special effects with diferent colors, giving a variaty of 

tonalities. Taking advice that the result in the product application varies depends on the constructive condi-

tion and how old the floor is. Offering a decorative appearence in outside and inside, don’t have an effect to 

the environment with odors and chemical reactions, its oxidation time is quick and effective, that is, you 

don’t have to neutralize or wait a long penetrating time. Special for applying over new and existing concrete 

floors such smooth concrete floors and stamped concrete floors or over any kind of concrete surface. We 

encourage to test samples prior to the application to check the tone and reaction. The colors impregnation 

reacts at his maximun coloration, offering a resembling appearance to the stain concrete based acid (See Bío

-Satín Colors Catalogue). Also, it´s important using the Urethano Sealer Varnish Arkyx for final finishing, en-

hancing and protecting the stained base.  

APLICATION AND USE 

 Before applying surfaces must be clean, dust free, no oils or grease and dry. Shake the product before 

applying, then pour a portion directly from the original container to a sprayer pump, set the nozzle at 

breeze mode, applying with circular movements, also, you could apply it using brush for details and 

paint roll depending on the finish.  

IN CASE OF PERFORMING THE NEXT FINISHINGS 

Case 1. Over coating: If several lays apply are required it’s recommended start with a light to 

more intense color, waiting till the first coat be quite, dry to begin with the second coating 

and so on, up to coming to the finish wished. Take samples first.  

Case 2. Finished marble: Apply the product straight over the surface extending it using a 

floor squeegee to cover completely the work area, to disappear the marked lines spray lightly 

with water over the surface to get a  mottled effect. 
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 After 24 hrs, proceed with the Sealer-Varnish Arkyx® Urethane application, over a clean and comple-

tely dry surface to get an elegant and aesthetic finished work. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Surface can be lightly spreaded with clean water to get more penetration in the concrete. Apply over dry 

surfaces ovoiding puddles. This product is water-based, hence; it can be mixed up to 1:1 with clean water to 

reach changes on the tone intensity. Avoid to apply the Sealer-Varnish Arkyx® Urethane under wet climates, 

This product doesn´t hide cracks. Take samples before applying it. NOT RECOMMENDATED FOR BELIC OR 

INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY. 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

*Coverage and tones are aproximated to the King of materials absortion and the way of application.  

*For special request and quotes visit your distributor site www.arkyx.com  

 

 

Featuring  Covering Mixed up 1:1 with 
water 

Gallon (Gall.) 200 sqf (=20m2) 400sqf (=40m2) 

Liter (Lt.) 50sqf (=5m2) 100sqf (=10m2) 
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MANAGMENT, STORAGE, CAUTION AND SECURITY  

It’s important protect the product of not ordinary climates, keeping it in a close place and well ubícated, 

avoiding bad diligences and attention for longer container and product duration. Thus, it’s useful life endu-

res more than 13 months if the product remains in the original container with the unsealed lid. Do not mani-

pulate this product with extra components to avoid its good use, for that; you should know the concrete 

floor historical to ensure and succesful and good use of this product.  

The quality of our products is supervisated in respect of it’s distribution an election of the different colors, 

it’s very important follow the instructions to carry out an final and hopefully finish job. If you don’t keep it 

the results could vary over the surface even with the kind of cemento r the actual concrete floor. 

INFORMATION AND RECOMMENDATION  

*Use work clothes for application and protection of eyes, hands and other members, do not leave within 

reach of children, in case of eye contact rinse thoroughly with water and seek medical attention. *All mate-

rial is inspected before embarkation, the manufacturer ARKYX® is not responsible for expenses that arise in 

the installation, sale or resale, time and use of the product, freight charges, shipping and will be at the risk 

and expense of Buyer, each recommendation made by the manufacturer is based on own research and ex-

periences that are emerging in areas of work in general. 
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TECHNICAL DATA 

*It’s important to apply with brush or sprayer over a surface 100% dry and clean. 

*Straight from the container 1 gall covers about 200 sqf (=20m2) 

*Aspect : corrosive liquid 

*Mixed with water: Excellent 

*Flammable: No 

*Feautiring: Gallon, liter 

*Finish: Oxidated Satin 

*Conventional Colors: Ocre Elegant, Pebble Stone, Dessert Ambar, Black Liverpool, Lagoon Green,Blue Satín 
y Purple Satín. (See more in: Catalogue Arkyx Satín® www.arkyx.com) 

CAUTION  

Keep out of reach of children. Protect this product from  

moisture. Rinse your hands before and after using the product.  

Use masks and avoid contact with eyes, using lenses, if this  

happens wash with plenty of water for 20 minutes.  

And consult your doctor immediately. 

100% under the responsibility of the buyer the turn or use of the product, for their own needs and tastes.  

  

ARKYX® SYSTEMS  

Blvd. Solidaridad #700 Local No.15 between Tepic y Camelia Col. Libertad C.P. 83130 

Hermosillo Sonora, México. Tel.:(662)2186462 ventas@arkyx.com |www.arkyx.com 

  

PisosEstampadosArkyx 
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